ABSTRACT -Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) is a pioneering university that strives to empower future talent and next generation towards a sustainable knowledge transformation.
INTRODUCTION
The greatest gift is a passion for reading. Once you learn to read, you will be forever free Library is synonym with books and knowledge. As books and knowledge keeper, administration of library materials is part of its specialty. Since its establishment in 1969, Hamzah Sendut Library (PHS) has been involved in managing the library to cater the needs of its customer. Therefore, PHS sees this expertise should not be keeping by itself, but rather be shared with others especially those outside USM who are having a library, but unable to manage it well.
Jombaca@PHS is a brand introduced by Reading Campaign Committee, Hamzah
Sendut Library in order to carry out reading-related activities. This committee is established to promote love for books and reading culture to Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) community in particular and society in general.
Since its inception in 2009, various programs have been carried out to meet the objective. Programs are conducted under three main programs, namely Community Network, Exhibition and Sharing is Caring. It is hope that these small efforts would bring positive impact to all especially the USM members.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Reading Initiative
There is various definition of reading and it can be interpreted according to one's understandings. Usually reading involves the act to analyze the sentence and derived imagination to express the character or a story in a book for whatever the book is all about.
Among the definitions that were well understood are as follows:
Reading is a process of acquiring information in a meaningful way. Some view reading as a complex process integrating all aspects of human behaviors and demanding varied and continued instructional guidance to read accurately, to
appraise and to relate to others in a significant way. (Buzan, 2006) While Mary Clays (1991) defined reading as:
A message-getting, problem-solving activity which increases in power and flexibility the more it is practiced.
Definitely there are more meaningful quotes or definitions that can be used in order to illustrate the meaning or act of reading. However, it all depends on the activity itself and people who doing it according to their own purposes.
Poulter (2007) It can be concluded that, librarians' plays important roles in nurturing the reading habits, not only in the academic environment but to all people or society nearby to strengthen the community with the ability to adjust to healthy mind and their environment wellbeing. Mason (1977) quotes in the technical reports that reading readiness skills are acquired, then, in a manner that integrates reading with play and other everyday activities; as a result, the children do not think that it is difficult to learn to read. It is not difficult to implement at home, preschool and kindergarten settings where reading activities can be fostered through play, art, music, field trips, storytelling, reading, and talking about letters and words.
Library Community Network
According to Tess Prendergast (2011) , in her article mentioned that the Early Years Community Program at the Vancouver Public Library was created to respond to a wellestablished need for young children to grow up in environments rich in language, literacy and learning opportunities. The Early Years Community Program adheres to a philosophy of service that is strength-based and respectful of the diversity of Vancouver's communities.
They believe this strength-based philosophy, as well as their collaborative and communityled service model, results in programs, services, and collections that respond to and reflect Through founding and maintaining the project, they began to see that not all knowledge worth collecting for a library was written down -much of the creative skills and expertise of artists and makers in the community was only accessible by talking and learning from them. The best way to collect this information is through partnerships and programming -"programming as collection development." This new concept of collecting information and the evolution of library maker spaces has ushered in more and more opportunities to partner with local artists and makers. Most importantly, every library must look to its own community to build an individual collection of local skills and knowledge.
Annamalai, in the studies conducted in 2013 briefed that positive reading attitudes inspire positive reading experiences and encouraged higher academic achievement. In our case, PHS tried to encouraged the society located near USM to be aware of what available in the library or resource center. This will help them to transform the environment to be more warm and friendly to their audience, which is targeted to the youngsters.
The Library as Exhibitions Space
Exhibitions are a great way to impart information, gather feedback, and generate new ideas through discussions. Usually, an exhibition is the best place to launch or revive a product or service and get feedback on the activity from the key stakeholders and it give the opportunity to learn more about products and services they may want to buy immediately or in the near future and also gives user the opportunity to socialize and build connections. In fact, research shows that 54% of visitors to exhibitions specifically come to see new products and services; 48% come for information; 40% to keep up to date with technology; and 15% to make business contacts (Re-branding academic libraries in tough times: Attracting students through marketing, 2010).
Nowadays, exhibitions not focused on museums only but have been created by libraries, archives, and historical societies, as well as to museum online exhibitions with a significant focus on library and archival materials. Exhibition is an event organized to bring together buyers and sellers at a single venue (Exhibition, 2007) . In scope of library, exhibition is also a part of marketing in promoting their services and activities.
In universities, they have long been accused of complicity in which they fail to successfully connect with everyday society or they called as with the "ivory tower
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syndrome". "Knowledge transfer" (or knowledge exchange) is increasingly seen as critical to the strategic future especially in academic institutions.
The University of Hong Kong Libraries has long recognized the significance of its position in Hong Kong Society. As the oldest and leading University in Hong Kong, and one of Asia's finest, it has a rich collection of resources that are great interest to communities beyond its immediate family, including both local and global communities. The University's new strategic direction of "knowledge exchange" has given the Library added motivation to excel in engaging the community, beyond the University as it is one of only three strategic themes.
Libraries Consequently, libraries need to attract and retain patrons, and re-establishing themselves as the primary information providers on campus to finding better ways in promoting the library.
This can be done through marketing, which, as the authors suggest, is a philosophy traditionally at odds with that of academia. (Re-branding academic libraries in tough times:
Attracting students through marketing, 2010).
Benefits of Exhibitions
In general, users can get the benefits from the following:
Product Launch: An exhibition or a trade show is the perfect platform to launch a new product or service as all parties -members of the industry, interested buyers and media are in ii.
develop and provide training for library staff in both authorities; and iii. Roll out good practice.
In the articles, they share how to encourage readers' development as well as to strengthening the work force and responsibility of the library and librarians. In realization of the roles we played, it is crucial to continue our journey in making the reading awareness felt by all people not only by people who practicing their academic roles but also to the peoples near us. It might as well enable them to shift the paradigm and remove the negative stigma that long stays in the society. Reading is the tools to achieving power; power in mind and power of the soul.
PHS Community Network a) PHS@Chemor
PHS @ Chemor is a community service activity organized by two main committees at Perak involving 200 selected students from year 1 to year 6. This school which located in a rural area was selected because it has big potential to develop as one of an excellent rural school with the little support and assistance from the community.
The committee has organized various activities to inspire students about the importance of reading from an early stage. The activities that been held are reading skills workshop, information literacy training and motivational talks. Collection development projects have been carried out to increase the amount of material available in the resource center which has been the centre for dissemination of information in the school.
The program has been successfully implemented and hopefully this initiative will further motivate the school community in becoming a high-performing school in the future.
PHS@Chemor has become a flagship community project at PHS. Hopefully this project will be benchmarked by other libraries in carrying out community service projects in the future as it has highlighted the role of the library in supporting "the bottom billion" to acquire knowledge and information. Furthermore, the project is parallel with the mission of USM in strengthening and empowering talent as well as to enhance socio-economic of community by reaching to the bottom billion.
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In addition, this program is also a cornerstone where the school's library will be developed as a knowledge exchange centre among school community. The three days program focused on rebranding the interior and exterior library looks, to re-organize and reclassify library collection and establishment of computerized library system. Koperasi Tadika
Minden Open Day was held in conjunction with the kindergarten's Reading Month
Campaign. Lots of activities were organized including puppet show, coloring contest, jigsaw puzzles contest, spell-it-right, and other games. An official launching ceremony of the library also was organized and attended by top management of library and school.
Implications or the output after the program are as follows:
i. The collection is classified and well-organized. Classification is done according to the format of material resources such as reference collections, series, fiction, picture and so on.
ii. A computerized library system, where borrowing and returning process is made easy through online.
iii. Collection and user data can be accessed through a computerized library system at any time in need.
iv. Reports for each transaction can be generated through the library system especially for justification to the top management.
v. All collection is accessible through the online public access catalog (OPAC).
vi. The library are decorated and painted to suit preschool children. This makes the room more attracted and students eager to visit the library more regularly. Previously, the books in the library are not allowed to be borrowed out on various constraints. With the installation of the new systematic library system, the management of kindergarten agrees to provide opportunities for students to borrow out books to be read at
home. In addition, this can be a milestone for students to enhance their reading habits. Via the system, all borrowing transaction can be recorded; thus can be a good justification for acquisition budgeting in the future.
After the first phase program, on 15 th May 2013 the team again organized an Open Day with the students with variety of fun activities such as ice breaking session, cheer loud, quizzes and coloring, At the end of the program, prizes were given to the winners and all guests were invited to see the improvements that have been made to the library.
Even though this kind of program requires a sacrifice of time and energy among the committee members but it gives great impact to the society. The whole event was inaugurated by the USM Vice-Chancellor, Professor Tan Sri Dato. Dzulkifli Abdul Razak. Boria, a local cultural form of performance and choir performances being performed by PHS staffs during this events. Feedback that we got from the visitors, they're very satisfied with the quality of exhibition and activities that have been implemented.
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CONCLUSION
Library is synonymous with reading. With more than a million copies in its collection, it is library's obligation to attract customers to take advantage of those reading materials.
Moreover, PHS should play a vital role to enhance the reading culture not only to the USM community, but also to the general public out there.
PHS realizes that the expertise to manage reading materials should not be keep by its own, but rather to be shared to others in need through community programs. Besides that, the efforts to promote reading in the library on selected topics is realized through exhibitions, while sharing is caring initiatives is carried out through book lovers corner and books donation box.
Although these programs are run in small-scale, it brings a lasting impact and benefit to all. PHS programs certainly will not stop here; rather it will be the milestone for other projects with higher impact to all.
